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FROM THE PREZ
Next month the planet will celebrate women’s football as our national women’s soccer team, the Matildas,
join 23 other nations to compete for the WOMEN’S WORLD CUP!
To prepare for the occasion the soccer community will celebrate Female Football
Week later this month. This is a nationwide initiative to celebrate the immense
growth of women’s football at all levels of the game and acknowledge and promote
the important role women play in developing football. In 2019 Female Football
Week will run from May 25th to June 2nd in the lead up to the 2019 FIFA Women’s
World Cup.
The objective of Female Football Week is to drive female participation at all levels of
the game be it coaching, managing, administration and of course playing!
Our club grows every year which is fantastic but we
have unfortunately struggled to form an all-girls team,
in any age group, be it MiniRoos, teenage years or
even an All Age senior team. We try to encourage
female participation but with little support or gain, not
even from MacArthur Girls High School from across
the river. I feel that until we have all-girls teams, we
have not fulfilled our potential as a club.
So let’s consider this, please. I look around the park
every training night and see mums everywhere
watching their children and wonder, how hard would
it be to find a dozen mums to play in a team? I am
sure they would have fun and inspire others to play…
maybe even their husbands!! I don’t think this is
mission impossible…
So I am calling upon all mums to consider this seriously! If you have any interest, please contact me so that
we can get organised early for next season. Please remember that you don’t have to be good, all you need
is the desire to have a go at playing the world game. That’s when the fun really starts!
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All the results for Round 4:
Age Grp / Div
08 Koalas
08 Wombats
09 Dolphins
09 Koalas
09 Wombats
10 Dolphins
10 Koalas
10 Possums
11 Possums
13/Combined
14/3
15/Combined
U16/2
AAM/5 BLK
AAM/5 WHT

Home Team

Home Score

Away Score

Rydalmere FC RED
Granville Waratah SFC
Regents Park
Lidcombe Waratah
Newington Gunners
Toongabbie Demons
Granville Waratah (forfeit)
Wenty Waratah
Granville Waratah SFC
Rydalmere FC
Guildford County
Ermington United
Lidcombe Waratah
Merrylands SFC
Granville Kewpies

1
1
2
2
8
2
0
23
0
0
3
2
1
1
2

5
6
4
1
2
5
3
0
1
7
1
3
15
0
1

Away Team
Granville Waratah SFC
Guildford County
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Merrylands SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Lidcombe Waratah
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC
Granville Waratah SFC

IMPORTANT: Coaches & Managers Meeting
Wednesday 8th May, 7:30pm
At the clubhouse, Robin Thomas Reserve
ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED!

MATCH REPORTS
It is our intention to feature in all newsletters, every match report we receive. Coaches, managers and
parents, please organise among you to ensure someone is selected to write a report of the match!
Please remember to caption who is who in any photos your team submits to be included in this
newsletter. Email reports and photos to: secretary@granvillewaratah.com.au
All previous newsletters are available from the club website here.
Please Note: The final score will only be shown for U8s and up. For 6s and 7s we don’t want to encourage
parents to focus on the score but how much fun and enjoyment their kids are having.
Each week we choose the best report to be the Featured Match Report, this week it goes to the Under 10
Dolphins for an eloquently written description of their match. Thanks to From the Sidelines for sending it
in!
The Under 7 Koalas WHT win the Photos of the Round. Thanks to Coach Anthony for sending them in!
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Under 10 Dolphins – Featured Match Report
3 Seconds a Goalie - With an ominous start to the proceedings – our star team goalie running late – and
unwarranted heavy feelings for the day in our bellies, the scene was set for the Under 10s Dolphins matchup against Toongabbie Demons.
Noah, unceremoniously placed in goalie jersey and gloves (for the first time ever!), took
to the field as our emergency goalie, with all our other players taking their well-known
places. With the referee’s whistle rising to his mouth for kick off, around the corner
came a rushing Hrrishi! Noah, relieved to be replaced (“I was nervous”, said the young
lad later) had his jersey and gloves whisked off, and himself whisked away – happy to be
on the sideline as a reserve.
Hrrishi, happily in place in goal; Noah, 3 seconds a goalie – and the referee’s whistle
blows. Game 3, game on!
The team, perhaps a little unsettled from the last-minute player and position changes,
were subjected to some early moments of domination. (Possibly these ominous heavy
feelings weren’t so unwarranted…?). There were numerous attacks on goals from the opposition in quick
succession, but nothing conceded.
Frank swiftly turned the tide with his first goal. Strong responsive work from Toongabbie saw a return of
attack – but an even better defence from our boys was displayed to stamp them out. Then another goal
from Frank, all while under a decent barrage of defensive pressure. Then a THIRD from Frank – with a great
assist from Saharsh!
It quickly became a blur of blue & yellow. Young, bright, determined hearts & minds fleetly skimming the
surface of the green sea. Stunned white dots of Demons left motionless in awe after the fact…
The second half: everyone a little slower – Dhruv puts his first (ever!) ball into the back of the net,
efficiently assisted by Angus; and Frank added a fourth to his sweeping tally. (Coach Steve: “I’m shocked”,
as he turned back with a canny smile to the onlookers).

Frank scoring one of his four (!!) goals
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Ethan showed off intricate ball control. Deon and Sai were ever-reliable little
mad-men in defence – likewise Noah, with his own powerful brand of defence.
And Sarth was our always-cool-under-pressure Captain (his big booming boots
of the ball his clearest and loudest message to the opposition!).
For his great effort and first ever goal, Dhruv was awarded the Player of the
Match!
In the final moments of the match, Toongabbie rose up, summoning extra
energy from the depths below – their first goal making its way in, after a valiant effort at a save from
Hrrishi. And the Demons put the final full stop at the very end with the last goal of the match, rounding out
a 5 to 2 win to Granville.
Mike (father of Frank) with his key to winning games: “Milo cereal with FULL cream milk and a good night’s
rest – with no distractions from siblings!”
Coach Steve
Coach’s Player of the Match: Dhruv
Report by From the Sidelines
Final Score: 2 - 5 to Granville Waratah
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Under 7 Koalas WHT
We were relieved to wake up on Saturday morning to find the rain had cleared, the sky brightening up and
the grounds open as we travelled to Guildford West to take on Holroyd Rangers.
Despite the early morning start for an away game, I was extremely proud and impressed to see our full
squad arrive on time for a warm up, looking very professional all wearing their dazzling new white training
t-shirts, and ready and eager to play. We also welcomed Sushanth, who was back from oversees, having
missed the first two games of the season.

The match began evenly with both teams scoring a goal each within a few short minutes after kick-off. Not
surprisingly, our goal came from Sineth, who has started the season in red-hot form. However, it wasn’t
long before Holroyd began to spread out and demonstrate their superior passing skills and impressive
positional play providing them with several scoring opportunities, which they took with ease and speed. To
our team’s credit, they weren’t about to stand by and watch as Holroyd mounted attack after attack.
Despite finishing the first half behind on the scoreboard, some great individual goal-saving defensive work
from the likes of Tristan, Ashutosh and Adriel began to inspire the team and delight the very vocal and
passionate parents cheering strongly on the sideline.
It was clear at half time that we needed to regroup and come up with a way to not only defend our goal
well, but to work as a team to get around or through our opposition and create some chances for ourselves
to score.
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Sineth got us off to the perfect start in the
second half with a much-needed goal and
although Holroyd replied with further goals
of their own, for the first time in the match,
Granville began to dominate small periods
of the game.
With the substitute bench shouting
encouragement to their team mates, the
team just got better as the game went on
finishing the stronger team with another
goal to Sineth and a brilliant and
determined run and strike from Liam to get
on the score sheet also.

Yes, it goes in! A fine reward for a brilliant run from Liam

Despite going down fairly convincingly to Holroyd in the end, there were many pleasing aspects of this
game for our team. The players showed great team support and spirit as well as a determination to defend
their goal.
Our Player of the Week went to Tristan who stopped several certain goals from being scored against us,
thanks to his ability to read the game and his commitment to selflessly get back and defend on behalf of his
team. Great effort Tristan!
Coach Anthony
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Under 7 Possums
The squad arrived to the grounds early and we were all super-prepared and excited to start the game.
Everyone was wearing their new white club training shirts and we looked very sharp. Well done team on
proudly representing our club!
Nicholas made his first team debut and was very brave joining in with the older children. Size doesn't
matter in this sport and Nicholas showed Ermington United how it's done.
Moksha is growing as a footballer and made some very impressive weaving dribbles and side stepping
opponents in the process and was our Player of the Match. Congratulations Moksha!
Rose put in a good performance this week and was not afraid to tackle and dribble and prevented several
goals from going in.
Savya was full of energy as usual and made some vital clearances and speedy runs to get the ball into the
opponents half.
Yash put in another great performance and showed how his efforts at training and love of the game are
improving his skills every week. Tania and Rania again put in another good effort and are enjoying learning
the game.
Thanks to all the team for a great match!
Coach Michael
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Under 9 Dolphins
On the weekend we were away to Regents Park in a match I told the team would be one of the toughest of
the season. This is due to our experience playing them last year where we found there were three teams
destined to be at the top after the season ended: Auburn District, Granville Waratah, and Regents Park who
ended up 1st, 2nd, and 3rd on the table. Last year we drew one and lost one so we were still yet to beat
this excellent team going into the game.
We started off well but it soon became
apparent the challenge we were up against.
Regents Park move the ball well and have a
couple of stars with wicked dribbling skills,
regularly turning our players inside out. Their
early pressure paid off with a well-taken goal
but then some inexperience in tactical goal
kicking led to their second and we suddenly
found ourselves two goals down.
To the team’s credit, we never gave up and ended up scoring two fantastic goals … the first had me going
bananas with how good it was!! Our midfield general, Anuj, found himself with the ball at his feet, tearing
towards the opposition goal with defenders in close proximity. At just the right time, he squared the ball to
Jamaar, following in support to his left, who tapped the ball past their goalie to send the watching parents
into raptures!
Our second was a long range banger from Ajiri, who is impressing very well despite only recently joining the
team.

Anuj and Jamaar combine brilliantly for the first goal
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Alas, Regents Park scored twice more to win the game but the score could have been higher for them if it
wasn’t for the heroics of our goalie, Nathan, with at least three goal-saving tackles, one of which was a
spectacular save when he pushed a wicked shot onto the post. The opposition coach showed lots of class
after the game when he came over to congratulate him on a great game in goal. Well done Nathan!
As usual, our defenders in Ethan, Harsh and our defensive midfielder Ishan worked well to stop many of the
opposition attacks, each of them coming up with a goal-saving tackle. Well done!
Lucas and Troy both did very well to advance our attacks with
lots of running down the flanks, with Joseph getting better each
game to fitting in with our style of play.
Overall we played well and the team should be proud of the
fight we put up against very good opposition. As I said to the
Regents Park coach, we look forward to our rematch later in the
season because by then we should have our secret weapon (let’s
call him S. Madi … no, no, that’s too obvious … Siddhant M!)
back from holiday… they won’t know what hit them!
Lucas advances the ball down the touchline

Coach Andy
Final Score: 4 - 2 to Regents Park
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Under 9 Koalas
The Koalas were away to Lidcombe Waratah for our round 4 match. The team roster is still settling down
as we fill some empty spots but the team is improving with each week passing.
This week we welcomed back an old Under 7 Red team player, Veydant,
who quickly showed he will be invaluable to the team for the rest of the
season. Welcome back Veydant!
The game ended with a narrow 2-1 loss but we can take plenty of positives
away from our performance, with the highlight being Joshua scoring his
first goal for the club. The first of many, Joshua!!
A thanks go to our volunteer goalies in Srivardhan
during the first half and Ariv in the second. Both did
very well with hardly any experience in goals prior to
the game.
Our ball runners in Srivardhan, Ram, and Ajiri all had
solid games, while Joshua, Shaurya, & Ariv have
shown tremendous improvement in just a few
matches.
Veydant had a very good debut for the team, combining well with Ajiri, while Joseph tried many times to
score but was just out of luck. With practice, Joseph will be banging them in!
Coach Anand
Final Score: 2 - 1 to Lidcombe Waratah
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Under 9 Wombats
After a great performance last week battling to a valuable draw, we were
pumped with positive thoughts. The parents have organised themselves
perfectly and provided lifts to the away game against Newington
Gunners, a venue not easily accessible by public transport.
Despite the efforts of those present we still had only 6 players for a seven
a side game. Little under 6 Klara, had to play the whole game for under
9s this time. Thanks Klara!
Granville started with Matylda in goal, Cassie and Tanmay at the back,
and Rutva, Klara and Rohan in the middle and Naitik up front.

Is there anything the coach can’t do?

Cassie was our team captain on that day. It is her second time in that role. This is the reward and praise for
Cassie's discipline, attitude, skills and hard work. What a leader!
We welcomed the return of Rutva who is a gentleman with wonderful manners. Rohan with a big smile on
his face was also ready to take the field with full focus.
Naitik brought his brand new gloves to try being a goalie in the second half and did very well for the first
time. Matylda was much more focused this time and made some tremendous saves with the crowd going
wild "oh awwwww!". I’m guessing she must have had more sleep than last week!
Tanmay, our gentleman with a wonderful vocabulary, was the most improved player in our team making
continues progress with his ball control skills and reading of the game.
Our "Team Player of the Game Award" went to Rohan who has shown that he is a true sportsman and did
not shy away from fighting for the ball even if there was not much chance to win it. Yet he tried and he
won!!! Well done Rohan!
We only had seven players to draw upon (one only 6 years of age!) and had no substitutes, but we still had
fun! A lot of fun but not much of a chance against a well organised opposition.
Yet again the opposition coach, a Brazilian with the heart of Pele, came to help. In a wonderful display of
the spirit of Fair Play, four opposition players joined the blue and yellow in the second half. Many thanks to
Newington Gunners soccer club!
With fresh power on our side we have
managed to score two goals to leave the field
defeated but very happy and proud.
The opposition parents asked our team for a
photo together to celebrate Football and sport
spirit that unites people of all backgrounds.
Coach Mike
Final Score: 8-2 to Newington Gunners
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Under 10 Dolphins (round 3, April 27th)
The Making of a Team – Just as the whistle blew for our 9am start, the clouds parted and the morning sun
shone bright on the thick lush ground… it was the yellow & blue striped jerseys of Granville versus the
yellow & green of Auburn District. Boots (and some loose laces) pounding the green blades into
submission, Game 2 of our season was on!
The team happily welcomed our three new additions in Ethan, Frank, and Aryan for their first match having
already shown great commitment during training. A slightly scattered first half soon settled and everyone
comfortably found their feet and their place on the field – a new team forged and formed by the game’s
end, ready to now take on any challenges ahead, together. The match ended in a 2-2 draw but our boys did
themselves proud!
Up against Auburn, the evenly matched teams and halves saw two impressive goals from Frank, both
assisted by Angus – and even more could have seen the back
of the net from this new pairing. Next time, boys!
Hrrishi was outstanding in goals, as always. We witnessed a
particularly beautiful save when Hrrishi leapt for a high shot at
goal, reaching out and tapping the ball over the lip of the cross
bar! A super human effort there!
Deon and Rayan were steadfast in defence once again with
some tackle gems from Sai – can’t wait to see more of those!
And Saharsh ploughed through the opposition a number of times, making the sideline his new best friend,
kissing it closely as he ran on by. Sarth delivered strong team opportunities and big strikes when taking
corners.
Noah’s perseverance and consistency in defence – ever growing! And Aryan and Ethan both displayed highquality ball skills and high intensity team spirit.
The Player of the Match went to Frank for his well taken goals and excellent debut. Well done Frank!
With one of the two conceded goals this week an own goal (during a fevered attempt at defence), and the
only goal conceded the week prior from a handball penalty, one could be forgiven for looking to a
successful season ahead. Two matches in a row now have resulted in draws (both oh-so-close to winning),
both against two of the known top teams in the competition.
The players are shaping themselves into what already looks like an unbeatable team, in spirit at least:
working hard as a collective and working strong, together. Playing “all for one; one for all’, like a family.
Bring on the rest of the season!
Coach Steve
Report by From the Sidelines
Coach’s Player of the Match: Frank

Final Score: a 2 - 2 draw
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Under 10 Possums (rounds 2, 3 and 4)
Only days before our first game of the year we were still working out which
players to keep and transfer to other teams! This hampered our preparations
and it showed in our first game against Auburn FC which we lost 6-1, but the
team played very well in the second half with Elijah scoring from a pass from
Charlie & Sudeep.
Congratulations to Elijah on the left and Sudeep on the right for Players of the
Match.
Our second game of the season was looking good against Auburn District
which we only lost 3-1. Congratulations to Harish who scored and Janai for
great ball control. Both these players received the Play of the Day award.
Also well done to Dhairya for his goal saving heroics!
Last weekend the team played admirably well but we couldn’t get the ball out
of our half due to the big kicking Wenty Waratah. At this point we have to
mention Maryam, Janai, & Sarah who showed the power that girls can
unleash!! Congratulations Maryam on the right and Sarah on the left.
A big thank you to Vita & the Modi Family for your help. A big thanks also to
the parents for your support and encouragement for the kids.
Coach Cetin
Final Score: 23 - 0 to Wenty Waratah (round 4)
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Under 11 Possums
Our game on the weekend was home against Lidcombe Waratah and it is apparent we are getting better
each game as we had our best defensive effort yet!
Our opponents looked massive and were tough players. Still, our
team was cool and didn’t let the opponents’ effort, hard work and
stress over take us with a huge goal difference. The result was a very
narrow 1-0 loss to us.
Despite some pain from an injury, Deshaun had a great game and
won the Player of the Match trophy. Great effort Deshaun!
Taaha was great in defence and won a trophy for his efforts yet again.
Meya, Ali, Aryan, Guled, Parbhnoor, Sebastian, Shivvesh, Saksham, Taym, and Zack all deserve a trophy
for their efforts but we only have so many to go around!
With these performances, all the players will win trophies in turn, for sure.
Still, we are doing great, continually improving and we are playing far better than in
our previous matches.
Thanks to Granville Waratah Club and parents for giving the opportunity for kids to
enjoy their childhood which is important in any kids’ life!
Coach Kumar
Final Score: 0 - 1 to Lidcombe Waratah
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Under 15/Combined
Sometimes you just have to win ugly….and for our Saturday match against Ermington United, this was one
of those games. We didn’t play our best but we did not give up… and that’s the most important thing. The
team didn’t switch on from the outset and after just a few minutes Ermington found a chink in our defence
armour and suddenly they were up 1-0.
We then settled into the game and started to find our groove but it wasn’t all one-way traffic. Moey was
proving big trouble for Ermo out wide on the left and Hesam on the right kept them very busy but the game
went back and forward and even side to side as Ermington were committed to really testing us. We weren’t
exactly sharp with our passes but sharp enough to send Ahmed through a gap to allow him to use his speed
to score an equaliser just before half time.
The second half started with much of the same but we looked strong in the back with Nick and Shree
determined not to let in another goal in.
After some good build up work, Ahmed scored another. We looked in control but suddenly a tough
decision against Braha gave Ermo a penalty when the referee determined that a ball that hit his raised knee
was a hand ball. Rishab pulled off a great save but his teammates let him down by not following in and
allowed a hungry Ermington player to score. The team learned a valuable lesson and won’t be doing that
again!
With the score 2-2 with 10 minutes to play, rather than sulk the team pushed ahead as they wanted the win
but so did Ermington. It was a tense and thrilling final period but Player of The Match Ahmed got his hat
trick with a late winning goal using his speed again! And we then happily sung our victory song!!
Coach Noel
Final Score: 2 - 3 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 15/Combined (round 1, Sunday May 5th)
If Saturday’s win was winning ugly, then today’s winning against Toongabbie Demons was winning pretty.
From the kick off the boys looked sharp with some crisp clean passing and we moved the ball around the
park nicely. Within 10 minutes we were up 3-0!
Ahmed terrorising with his speed down the centre to score two, Moey scored one but should have made a
couple more and Braha scored one but put some shots into the trees.
It was 4 -0 at half time and we were doing it comfortably. I made it clear to the team that if we allowed a
goal in the second half it would be a serious let down.
The second half was a continuation of the first with Braha scoring another and Ahmed scoring three more
for a personal total of five for the game – he was just too quick. BUT most pleasing is that we kept a clean
sheet!
Hesam was unlucky not to score so he will be hungry next game and so will Parmy (Aaryan) who was also
unlucky not to score.
I was particularly impressed with how we are improving and seeing development in players. I gave an
encouragement Award to Maz for understanding the value of passing backwards and keeping possession –
it sounds simple but forgotten too often and too readily.
Ahmed (see picture below) was Player of the Match.
After having a very enjoyable game… we then sang the Victory Song… with lots of splashing water!
Coach Noel
Final Score: 8 - 0 to Granville Waratah SFC
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Under 16 Div. 2 (round 3, April 27th)
Our round 3 match, only our first game of the season due to a bye and a washout the previous rounds, was
away against Ermington United.
We were leading the first half 2-0 before Ermington came back with some goals of their own. Despite
another goal in the second half, we ultimately went down narrowly and suffered a 4-3 defeat.
The Player of the Match was our goalkeeper Jeyanath, while our striker Ali played well, scoring two of our
goals.
The team played well but we need to work on few areas: on our positioning and fitness levels, but we’ll get
there with dedication in training and solid efforts on the field.
Coach Stephen
Final Score: 4 - 3 to Ermington United

All Age Men Div. 5 WHT
After last week’s draw the lads were keen to put in a good performance against Granville Kewpies. Both
teams were moving the ball around the park well and Kewpies were playing as expected - committed,
nimble, playing tight passes and narrow. Our game plan was to play triangular and wide.
We started off well but the Kewpies were up to the task as they
scored first with an early headed goal. We settled and they
settled into the game. Our defence was tight but so was theirs as
they scrambled well. Notwithstanding we had more chances but
failed to convert any. Frustration grew and we started to look for
excuses as we moved away from our game plan with complaints
and angst, playing into the Kewpies hands.
At the break I tried to have the team focus on composure and to
play our game. Time would tell if they got the message. Territorially we had the better of the second half
but were putting pressure on ourselves to score the equaliser. The pressure finally gave way to an incident
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where Nathan retaliated and was shown the red card. Leadership was required at this time, not an
explosion. (Nathan recognised this and later that night called me apologise unreservedly).
Despite being a player down, after sustained pressure and taking a player from the back four and pushing
him forward, the goal finally came with a cannon shot from Marco on the edge of the box. We kept the
pressure up while we looked for the winner but caught out with a counter and Kewpies scored another very
good headed goal. Someone watched the attacker rather than mark the attacker!
The final seven minutes was organised chaos as we pushed deep into their territory trying again to score an
equaliser, but we could only manage the woodwork twice and the trees. It was very frustrating but we will
learn from this valuable first loss of the season.
Coach Noel
Final Score: 1 - 2 to Granville Kewpies

All Age Men Div. 5 WHT (round 1, Sunday May 5th)
After yesterday’s loss the team was keen for a win in our delayed match against Lidcombe Waratah.
Despite having players unavailable, we fielded a team capable of winning but perhaps even more than
yesterday’s loss, managed to miss three or four golden chances. Rohith will certainly be rueing his misses!
This was another frustrating game where our defence was strong, Rocco a rock at the back lead the way,
and the mid-fielders held the territory but servicing our flankers and the striker position is proving a real
challenge.
WE NEED TO SCORE GOALS!!! The chemistry will come …. we are a young team with a balance of youth and
experience. WATCH THIS SPACE!
Coach Noel
Final Score: a 0 - 0 draw
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TEN QUESTIONS
For every issue of Free Kick, we will now select a member of the club and ask him or her 10 questions so
that we can get to know this person!
This week we have selected Zac Farah.
Zac joined our club as an All Age player last year. He loves the club so much that this year he volunteered to
coach the under 14’s whilst still playing and Assistant Coaching the All Age Div 5 Black team. Let’s see what
makes him tick!

1. Favourite A-League player?
Western Sydney Wanderers’ Keanu Baccus
2. Favourite breakfast cereal?
Weet Bix
3. . Kebab or pizza?
Kebab with chilli sauce
4. MacDonalds or KFC?
KFC – love my zinger burgers
5. Your favourite superhero?
Superman for his x-ray vision
6. If you were an animal what would you be?
Tiger, love the stripes
7. Favourite song on the radio right now?
I don’t listen to the radio!
8. If you could have dinner with anyone in the
world, who would it be with?
Donald Trump to poke him in the eye with a
few things like NO wall
9. If you had a time machine, when and where would you go?
The American wild West in the late 1800’s
10. If you had only 24 hours to live, what would you do?
Watch a soccer game in Munich, Germany
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